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Measurement of identified pi(0) and inclusive photon second-harmonic
parameter v(2) and implications for direct photon production in root
s(NN)=200 GeV
Abstract
The azimuthal distribution of identified pi(0) and inclusive photons has been measured in root s(NN)=200
GeV Au+Au collisions with the PHENIX experiment at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC). The
second-harmonic parameter (v(2)) was measured to describe the observed anisotropy of the azimuthal
distribution. The measured inclusive photon v(2) is consistent with the value expected for the photons from
hadron decay and is also consistent with the lack of direct photon signal over the measured p(T) range 1-6
GeV/c. An attempt is made to extract v(2) of direct photons.
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The azimuthal distribution of identified 0 and inclusive photons has been measured in sNN
p 
200 GeV Au Au collisions with the PHENIX experiment at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider
(RHIC). The second-harmonic parameter (v2) was measured to describe the observed anisotropy of the
azimuthal distribution. The measured inclusive photon v2 is consistent with the value expected for the
photons from hadron decay and is also consistent with the lack of direct photon signal over the measured
pT range 1–6 GeV=c. An attempt is made to extract v2 of direct photons.
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Among the most exciting features of the experimental
data from the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) are
the suppression of high pT hadron yields [1–5], the baryon
excess at intermediate pT [6–9], and the quark number
scaling of the identified hadron v2 [10,11]. Theoretically,
the observed high pT suppression has been attributed to
energy loss of the hard-scattered partons [12,13]. Experi-
mentally, the absence of the suppression in d Au colli-
sions has shown that it is a final-state effect due to the hot
and dense matter created in central Au Au collisions
[14–17]. The quark number scaling of the measured ellip-
tic flow parameter v2 and the nuclear modification factor
Rcp of baryons versus mesons may suggest the existence of
a thermalized partonic phase before hadronization [18,19].
The second-harmonic coefficient parameter v2 of the
azimuthal distribution of the particles produced in heavy-
ion collisions is defined by
dN
d
/ 1 2v2 cos2RP; (1)
where  is the azimuthal direction of the particle and RP
is the direction of the nuclear impact parameter (reaction
plane) in a given collision. The v2 in high-energy heavy-
ion collisions is considered to be sensitive to the initial
geometric overlap of the colliding nuclei as well as the
later expansion driven by the initial pressure.
Theoretically, the dominant source of v2 at low pT is the
expansion of the dense matter in the direction of the short
axis of the overlap zone, and at high pT is the parton energy
loss given by the shape of the geometrical overlap. The
quark coalescence (recombination) might be responsible
for the v2 in the intermediate pT region. However, the
experimental definition of v2 includes any second-
harmonic correlation with respect to the event plane, which
is given by the beam direction and the impact parameter
direction. Detailed v2 measurements of identified particles
at higher pT than 2 GeV=c, where hydrodynamics alone
does not describe the measurements, would enable us to
understand the different mechanisms that generate v2 and
to investigate the transition region from low to high pT .
Especially, the v2 of identified 0 will give a baseline
measurement of inclusive photon v2 to extract the direct
photon v2.
The direct photons produced in hard scattering are pene-
trating probes of the produced dense matter in heavy-ion
collisions. Recently, we observed that the centrality depen-
dence of the direct photon yield in sNN
p  200 GeV
Au Au collisions is consistent with binary collision scal-
ing [20]. The lack of suppression of direct photons is
further evidence in favor of the final-state effect in hadron
suppression. In addition to the initially produced hard
photons that should inherently follow binary scaling, there
may be other counteracting effects resulting in apparent
binary scaling. For example, some fraction of the photons
may originate from partons having experienced energy
loss, causing an analogous suppression of these photons
[21] similar to hadrons. On the other hand, the parton
energy loss may enhance the photon yield via bremsstrah-
lung while passing through the hot and dense matter [22].
The thermal emission of photons radiated from the hot and
dense matter is also expected to increase direct photon
yield for central Au Au collisions [23].
The v2 measurement of the direct photons could help to
confirm that the observed binary scaling of the direct
photon excess is attributable to the direct photon produc-
tion being dominated by the initial hard scattering. The v2
measurement of the direct photons would give additional
and complementary information to help disentangle the
various scenarios of direct photon production, as well as
to provide more information on the dynamics and proper-
ties of the produced hot and dense matter. The v2 of
photons from the initial Compton-like hard scattering is
expected to be zero if they do not interact with the hot and
dense matter produced during the collision. However,
when the v2 of high pT hadrons is given purely by the
parton energy loss, the photons from the parton fragmen-
tation outside of the reaction zone should have v2 similar to
the hadrons at high pT . Such photon fraction is expected to
be about 50% of total direct photon yield at 3:5 GeV=c in
pT [21,22]. On the other hand, one would expect that the
photons originating from bremsstrahlung due to the pas-
sage of partons through the hot and dense matter should
have the opposite (negative) sign in v2 compared with
hadrons, because the parton energy loss is larger in the
long axis of the overlapping region (out-of-plane). Finally,
the photons from the thermal radiation should reflect the
dynamical evolution of the produced hot and dense matter.
There are recent theoretical predictions for different
mechanisms [24].
In this Letter we present measurements of the v2 of 0
and inclusive , as a function of transverse momentum and
collision centrality, and we discuss the implications for the
yield and v2 of direct photons. The data are for 200 GeV
Au Au collisions from the PHENIX experiment [25]
recorded during Run 2 at RHIC. The event trigger and
centrality definition are given by the beam-beam counters
(BBCs) and the zero degree calorimeters (ZDCs). The
number of charged particles measured with the BBCs
and the neutral spectators measured with the ZDCs are
correlated with the number of participating nucleons, thus
together providing a measure of the centrality. The event
plane, which is a measure of reaction plane, is determined
using the two BBCs at jj  3:1 3:9, where each
counter consists of 64 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) with
quartz Cherenkov radiators in front, surrounding the beam
pipe. The elliptic axis of the event plane measured is
calculated by the angle weighted with the PMT amplitude
using the second-harmonic moment as described in
Refs. [10,26]. The measured event anisotropy is corrected
for a finite resolution of the measured event plane. The
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estimated event plane resolution RP  hcos2measured 
RPi is 0.3 on average, with a maximum of 0:4 in the
midcentral collisions. The corrected v2 is calculated via
the formula v2  hcos2measuredi=RP. The phase
space used for the determination of the event plane for this
analysis is 3–4 units away from the midrapidity, while the
inclusive photon and the identified 0 are measured at
jj< 0:35.
The photon identification and the 0 reconstruction are
performed in the same way as presented elsewhere [4].
The photon candidate clusters for both inclusive photon
and 0 measurement are first selected by their times of
flight and the corresponding shower profiles in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter (EMCal). Neutral pions are recon-
structed via 0 !  decay channel with an invariant
mass analysis of  pairs. An additional energy asymmetry
cut, jE1  E2j=E1  E2< 0:8 is applied to the pairs
of photon candidates in the 0 reconstruction. The combi-
natorial background is estimated and subtracted by mixing
pairs from different events with similar centrality, z-vertex
position, and event plane orientation. The background is
normalized in a region outside the 0 mass peak for each
bin in relative angle with respect to the measured event
plane direction. A typical signal over background ratio is
about 1 to 1 at pT  3 GeV=c in midcentral collisions
(20– 40% centrality). The v2 of 0 is calculated from the
azimuthal distribution after the combinatorial background
is subtracted for each centrality and pT bin. For the in-
clusive photon analysis, the charged particle contamination
in the sample of the photon candidate cluster is identified
by associating the photon candidates with charged particle
hits in the pad chamber (PC3) directly in front of the
EMCal. The fraction of photon candidates removed by
this charge veto cut is about 15–25% depending on central-
ity. The effect of hadron contamination on the measured v2
of inclusive photons is estimated by varying the size of the
charged particle association window in the PC3, and no
significant effect is seen. Neutron and antineutron contami-
nation and off-vertex photons in the identified photon
sample are studied with full detector Monte Carlo simula-
tion. The correction for these effects is applied to the data;
it is 2% relative to the measured v2 at 2 GeV=c and
negligible at 4 GeV=c. The systematic error includes the
effects from the 0 and photon identification cuts and from
the event plane determination: 5% for 0 and 5% for
photon identification and 5–10% for event plane determi-
nation given by the error on the correction factor from the
finite event plane resolution. The analysis includes both a
minimum-bias sample (30	 106 events) and a Level 2
trigger sample (equivalent to 55	 106 events), where the
Level 2 algorithm is described in Ref. [20].
Figure 1 shows the measured v2 of 0 and inclusive
photons as a function of pT for different centrality selec-
tions. Data are compared with previous measurements of
charged pions [10]. The pT and centrality dependences of
both the 0 and the inclusive photon v2 is consistent with
that of other mesons [10]. The v2 values are significantly
above zero up to the highest pT points. The nonzero v2 of
0 up to the highest pT cannot be explained by flow effects
alone, but may be attributed to jet quenching and/or quark
coalescence (recombination).
Figure 2 compares for different centralities the v2 of
inclusive photons with the expected photon v2 from had-
ronic decays. The expected photon v2 from hadronic de-
cays (vbg2 ) is calculated by Monte Carlo simulation with the
measured v2 of 0 and other hadronic sources of photon.
The relative yield of other sources (mainly ) is about 20%
of the total hadronic decay photons, which corresponds to
about 4% relative contribution in v2 at 1 GeV=c and
negligible at 3 GeV=c. In the simulation, we assume that
the v2 of  is similar to the kaon (the closest in mass
particle) v2 measured in [10,11].
The v2 of the inclusive photons vinclusive2 can be ex-
pressed as
vinclusive2 
vdirect2 Ndirect  vbg2 Nbg
Ndirect  Nbg ; (2)
where vdirect2 is the direct photon v2, Ndirect is the direct
photon yield, and Nbg is the background photon yield.
Using the direct photon excess ratio R  Ndirect 
Nbg=Nbg, previously measured in Ref. [20], one can ex-
press the direct photon v2 as
vdirect2 
Rvinclusive2  vbg2
R 1 : (3)
0
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FIG. 1 (color online). The measured v2 of inclusive photon
(vinclusive2 , solid circles) and v2 of 0 (v
0
2 , open squares) for 4
centrality selections. The statistical (vertical error bars) and
systematic errors (lines) are plotted separately. The highest pT
point corresponds to 4–6 GeV=c. Charged pion data are from
previous measurements [10].
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The bottom data points in each panel of Fig. 2 show the
difference: Rvinclusive2  vbg2 (the numerator in the above
equation), which corresponds to a product of the direct
photon v2 times a positive factor R 1, vdirect2 R 1.
Alternatively, it would be possible to calculate vdirect2
using the measured ratio R [20]. However, we have chosen
this subtracted quantity in order to show the direct photon
v2 and its sign, because R 1 is measured to be small,
especially at low pT , and is sometimes negative experi-
mentally. The comparison between vinclusive2 and v
bg
2 in
each panel indicates that the measured inclusive photon v2
is consistent with the expected photon v2 from hadronic
decay over the measured pT range. The subtracted points
are close to zero, which is also expected because of the lack
of the direct photon signal in the measured pT range, where
R is close to unity [20]. The subtraction is especially
meaningful where the measured R value goes above 1.0
at about 4–6 GeV=c and higher pT in central Au Au
collisions [20]; a region where one could extract the direct
photon v2. The measurement indicates that v2 of the direct
photon is small at least in the highest pT (4–6 GeV=c)
range in central Au Au collisions. However, some hid-
den important trends (slightly negative or positive v2 of
direct photon) as a function of pT and centrality could be
extracted, once the errors on those two v2’s and on the
measured R are small enough. This is because the plotted
subtracted quantity needs to be magnified by 1=R 1 in
order to get the direct photon v2. The extracted direct
photon v2 at 4–6 GeV=c is 1:5% with 
6:4% statistical
and 
6:4% systematic errors for 0–20% central events and
2:4%
 6:7%sta: 
 9:8%sys: for 0–92% (minimum-
bias) events.
Figure 3 shows the ratio of vbg2 =v
inclusive
2 and a com-
parison to the measured ratio R of the yields from [20]. If
the direct photon v2 is assumed to be zero, the ratio R
should be equal to vbg2 =v
inclusive
2 according to the Eq. (3). If
the measured direct photon excess comes from the initial
hard scattering, that would correspond to zero vdirect2 , then
the measured v2 ratio v
bg
2 =v
inclusive
2 gives a consistent
check of the direct photon excess ratio R measurement,
especially where R is significantly above 1.0. The mea-
sured v2 ratio as a function of pT and centrality is con-
sistent with the conventional relative yield measurement of
the direct photon excess ratio R, but has somewhat larger
errors.
In conclusion, the v2 of identified 0 and inclusive
photons as a function of pT and centrality are measured
with the PHENIX central arm spectrometer at jj< 0:35
with respect to the event plane defined at jj  3:1 3:9
in 200 GeV Au Au collisions at RHIC. The v2 of iden-
tified 0 shows a similar trend as a function of pT and
centrality compared with other mesons and has values
significantly above zero up to the highest pT point. The
measured v2 of the inclusive photons is consistent with the
v2 of photons from hadronic decays, which is furthermore
consistent with the absence of direct photon signal over the
measured pT range. However, the measurement indicates a
small direct photon v2 for the highest pT (4–6 GeV=c)
range in central Au Au collisions. The ratio of the
estimated photon v2 from the hadronic decay over the
measured inclusive photon v2 is also consistent with the
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FIG. 3 (color online). The ratio of the hadronic decay photon
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pared with the direct photon excess ratio R  Ndirect 
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direct photon excess ratio measured via conventional
yields ratio. This should also imply that the v2 of direct
photons is zero where the measured direct photon excess
ratio R is significantly above 1.0. The present statistics and
systematic accuracy of the data from the second year of
RHIC running do not allow us to explicitly state the
magnitude of direct photon v2. However, the indication
of small v2 for direct photons would favor the naive
scenario of direct photon production from initial hard
scattering and its small interaction with produced matter
in high-energy Au Au collisions.
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